Title 19 – Game and Fish Management
Chapter 2. Permits

Sec. 203. Special Permits, hunting and birding permits, and specific stamps.
(a) Each hunter or fisherman who is a member of the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes shall have a Tribal I.D. in their possession that serves as their hunting and fishing permit.
(b) Each hunter or fisherman who is not a member of the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes shall obtain a bird permit and fishing permit and in addition shall obtain stamps for the specific birding and fishing privileges sought. The Specific stamps available shall be determined from time to time by the Commission. The permit and stamps shall be valid for a period specified by the Commission.

(AMENDED BY RESOLUTION NO 133-2001-12) (REAFFIRMED BY RESOLUTION NO. 756-2002-7, DATED 7/22/2002)